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Errata

Inside front cover – Activity Diagram

Final Node should be solid circle enclosed in open circle

Page 40

Incorrect indent - code should read

```plaintext
initial
  clock = 0;

// manage the clock
always
begin
  #(halfPeriod) clock = ~clock;
end
```

Figures 9.18 and 9.21

Line coming into Nav. Radio should not terminate in • rather, it should be a solid line with a * on the right hand side of the line where it joins the box.

Figures 14.2 and 14.3

The initializers in each for loop should delete the int type specifier which is not supported in the C language.

Figure 14.18

Second line should read

```plaintext
jge @0005 // if greater than or equal to 10 800ns for branch taken
     // jump to label @0005 400ns for branch not taken
```

Page 786-7

Change Bhaskar to Bhasker in 3 places